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To·-describe the divene aspects of the gravitational and the electromagnetic 
"actions-at-a-distance", classical physics has introduced the field concept: the 
gravitational and electromagnetic vector fields are defined as the entities that 
mediate in respectively the gravitational and the electromagnetic interactions. 

The theory of informatons develops the hypothesis that the substance of these 
fields is information carried by mass and energy less grains, called "informatons". 
It is assumed that any material object manifests itself in space by the continuous 
emission - at a rate proportional to its rest mass - of injormatons: mass and energy 
less granular entities rushing away with the speed of light and carrying 
information regarding the position, the velocity and the electric charge of their 
emitter. This implies that any material object is at the center of an expanding 
cloud of informatons that manifests itself as the gravitational and, in the case of 
an electrically charged object also as the electromagnetic field of that object. 

In this article we focus on the electromagnetic field. It will be shown that it is a 
dual entity always having a field- and an induction- component simultaneously 
created by their common sources: time-variable charges and charge flows, that 
the Maxwell equations are the expressions at the macroscopic level of the 
kinematics of the informatons, that the electromagnetic interaction is the effect of 
the fact that an electrically charged object in an electromagnetic field tends to 
become "blind" for that field by accelerating according to Lorentz law, and that 
an accelerated object is the source of electromagnetic radiation. In that context 
photons are identified as informatons carrying a quantum of energy, what explains 
the dual nature of light. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This article is an appendix to the book "Gravito-electromagnetism explained by 
the theory of informatons". In that book the gravito-electromagnetic (GEM) 
description of the gravitational phenomena is explained by the hypothesis that 
"information" is the substance of gravitational fields. The constituent element of 
that substance is called an "informaton". It is assumed that any material object 
manifests itself in space by the emission - at a rate proportional to its rest mass -
of informatons: granular mass and energy less entities rushing away with the 
speed of light and carrying g- and P-information, that is information about the 
position and about the velocity of their emitter relative to the reference frame of 
the observer. The informatons surround their emitter with an expanding cloud of 
g-and �-information that can be identified as i�s gravitational field. In the quoted
booJc it is shown that the gravitational phenomena and laws can be explained as
the macroscopic manifestation of the kinematics of the informatons.

In what follows we will show that this is also the case for the phenomena and the 
laws that are studied under the heading "Electromagnetism" (EM). To this end we 
have to assume that informatons emitted by an electrically charged object carry -
in addition to g-and �-information - e-and b-injormation, this is information 
about the position and the electric charge of their emitter (more specifically about 
the sign and about the quantity of charge on it) and about its· velocity. It follows 
that the informatons emitted by an electrically charged object surround that object 
not only with an expanding cloud of g-information but also with an expanding 
clou� of e-information that can be identified as its electromagnetic field. Just like 
a gravitational field, an electromagnetic field macroscopically can be 
characterized by two vectoral quantities: thee-field ff and the magnetic induction
.... ➔ ..... 

B. It will be shown that E and B play in EM the role that is played by the g-field
➔ ..... 

E0 and by the g-induction B9 in GEM. It will tum out that gravitational and 
electromagnetic fields are isomorphic. 

Introducing "information carried by informdtons" as the substance• of 
%IaV�tat\cooal a\\'3 dtttt{}m-air&-tk fk\d� �fk,;� a new '+kw i;.w. %'i�Nitatkw. w.d oo 
electromagnetism. By explaining the phenomena and the laws of GEM and EM 
as the macroscopic manifestations of the physics of informatons, the "theory of 
informatons" unifies gravito-electromagnetism with electromagnetism. 

• When we say that it is the substance of gravitational and electromagnetic fields, we mean that "information
carried by informatons" makes these fields what they are: not just mathematical constructions but elements
of the natural world.
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2 THE POSTULATE OF THE EMISSION OF INFORMATONS 

In this chapter the mechanism of the emission of informatons by a particle at rest, 
described in "Gravitoelectromagnetism explained by the Theory of Informatons", 
will be expanded to the case of an electrically charged particle. 

2.1 Preliminary defmitions 

A material object occupies space, its surface encloses matter. The amount of 
matter within its contours is called its mass. The mass of an object is the source 
of its gravitational field that mathematically can be described by GEM and 
explained by the theory of informatons111

• ···• £4J_ An object can be a carrier of 
electric charge. The electric charge of ,an object is the source of its 
electromagnetic field that mathematically can be described by Maxwell's 
electromagnetism (EM). 

'An object reduced to a material point is known as a "particle". When we focus 
on a particle as the source of gravitation we call it a "point mass", when we focus 
on it as a source of electromagnetism we call it a "point charge". A point charge 
will graphically be represented by a little sphere in which a plus- or a minus sign. 

The phenomena that are the subject of this article are situated in spacetime: they 
are located in "space" and dated in "time". 
- Space is conceived as a three-dimensional, homogeneous, isotropic, unlimited
and .empty continuum. This continuum is called the "Euclidean space" because
that what there geometrically is possible is determined by the Euclidean geometry.
By anchoring a standardized Cartesian coordinate system to a reference body, an
observer can - relative to that reference body - localize each point by three
coordinates x, y, z.

- We identify time with the monotonically increasing quantity t that is generated
by a standard clock•. In a Cartesian coordinate system a standard clock links to
each event a "moment" - this .is a specific value of t - and to each duration a
"period" or "time interval" - this is a specific increase of t. The introduction of
time makes it possible for the observer to express, in an objective manner, the
chronological order of events in a Cartesian coordinate system.

A Cartesian coordinate system together with a standard clock is called a 
"reference frame". We represent a reference frame as OXfZ(1) or, shortly as O.

A reference frame is called an "inertial reference frame" ([RF) if light propagates 
rectilinear (in the sense of the Euclidean geometry) with constant speed 

• The. operation of a standard clock is based on the counting of the successive cycles of a periodic process that
is generated by a device inside the clock.
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3. THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF ELECTRICALLY CHARGED OBJECTS
AT REST

3.1 The electric field of a point charge at rest 

In fig 1 we consider a point charge, with rest mass m and (algebraic) charge q,
that is anchored at the origin of an IRF O.

X Fig 1 

According to rule A of the postulate of the emission of informatons, that point 
charge emits informatons at a rate: 

. dN 
N=-=K.m 

dt 

It are carriers of both g- and e-information. The informatons passing - with 
velocity c = c. � = c. e

r 
- near the fixed point P - defined by the position vector 

r

r - have two attributes: their g-index s8 and their e-index s,:

.. 1 r 1 .. 
s
9

=--.-=--.e
rK-T/o r K-T/o

.. q 1 r  q 1 .. 
Se =-.-.-=-.-.e

r
m K.e0 r m K.e0 

The gravitational field of the point charge is the macroscopic manifestation of the 
g-indices. At an arbitrary point P, it is characterized by the vectoral quantity E

g
, 

the density of the g-information flow or the g-.field'.

The electric field of the point charge is the macroscopic manifestation of the e
indices. At an arbitrary point P, it is characterized by the vectoral quantity E, the 
density of the e-information flow or the e-field.

• GRA VITATIOELECTROMAGNETISM EXPLAINED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - Chapter 3
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It is evident that the outward e-flux through a closed surface Sonly depends on 
the charge enclosed by the surface (the enclosed volume is V): 

According to the theorem of Ostrogradsky £61, this is equivalent to

➔ PE
divE =

Eo 

Let us notice that the role played by the factor ( - Pa) in the case of a 
1/o 

mass continuum is played by the factor , cPE) in the case of a charge 
. �

continuum•. 

Furthermore, it can be shown12l that: rot£= 0, what implies the existence of an 
electric potential junction V for which: E = -gradV.

4. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF A CHARGED OBJECT
MOVING WITH CONSTANT VELOCITY

4.1 The electric field caused by a uniform rectilinear moving point charge 

z 

0 y 

Fig. 3 

• GRA VITOELECTROMAGNETISM EXPLAINED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - §3 .3
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We can conclude that time-variable charges and charge flows are the common 
sources of the electromagnetic field in an IRF O. An electromagnetic field is a 

➔ --+ 

dual entity always having a field- (E) and an induction- component (B). Its 
constituent elements are the informatons emitted by its sources. 

5 MAXWELL'S LAWS 

The electromagnetic field is set up by a given distribution of - whether or not 
moving - charges and it is defined by a vector field with two components: the 
"e-fielcf' characterized by the vector E and the "magnetic induction" or "b-

induction" characterized by the vector B. These components each have a value 
defined at every point of space and time and are thus, relative to an IRF 0,

r�garded �s functions of the space and time coordinates. 

Let us focus on the contribution to an electromagnetic field of one of its sources: 
-·a certain point charge q. We focus, more specifically, on the contribution of q to
· the flow of e-information at an arbitrary point P. That flow is made up of
informatons that pass near P in a specific direction with velocity c and it is
characterized by N, the rate per unit area at which these informatons cross an
elementary surface perpendicular to the direction in which they move. The cloud
of these informatons in the vicinity of P is characterized by its density n: n is the
number of informatons per unit volume. N and n are linked ·by the relationship:

n = - (1) 
C 

The definition in chapter 2 of an informaton implies that every informaton that 
passes near P is characterized by two attributes that refer to the electdc state of its 
emitter, its e-index Se and its b-index sb linked by the relation: 

The informatons emitted by q that pass near P with velocity c contribute there 
to the density of the e-information flow with an amount (N. se). It is the 
contribution of q to the e-field at P. We put: N. Se = E 

And the same informatons contribute there to the density of the e-information
cloud with an amount (n. sb). It is the contribution of q to the b-induction at P.

➔ 
--+ 

We put: n. sb = B 
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And substituting the factor ( - PG) by the factor (P6
), and the factor (-vo]G) by 

T/o Bo 
➔ 

(µ0JE), in the Maxwell-Heaviside equations•, we find the following relations in a 
point of a charge continuum: 

1. divE = PE 

Bo 

➔ as
3 rotE = -. 

at 

.... 

2.divB = 0

.... 1 ai 
4. rotB =

z-a + µo.fE
C t 

The mathematical deductions of Maxwell's equations indicate that there is no 
causal link between E and B. Therefore, we must conclude that an EM.field is a 
dual entity always having a ''field-" and an "induction-" component 
simifltaneously created by their common sources: time-variable masses and mass 
flows•. 

Maxwell's equations are consistent with special relati vity171 • Thus, they are 
invariant under a Lorentz transformation and EM is consistent with SR. 

5 THE INTERACTION BETWEEN CHARGES 

5.1 The virtual gravitational field 

The informatons emitted by a charged particle (with rest mass mo and electric 
char�e q) at rest at the origin of an IRF O pass near any fixed point P ( defined by 
the position vector r) with velocity c = c. ! = c. e

r
. They are characterized by 

r 
. h' ➔ 1 r 1 ➔ • •  two attributes: t etr g-index: s

9 
= -- . -= - -. er and thetr e-mdex: 

➔ q l r  q 1 ➔ 
Se =-.-.-=-.-.er 

mo K.e0 r m0 K.e0 

K,T/o r K.TJ0

These informatons are the constituent elements of the gravitational and of the 
' 

➔ 

electric field of the particle. At P the gravitational field is characterized by E
9

, 

the density of the flow of g-information, and the electric field is characterized by 
E, the density of the flow of e-nformation at P.

We notice that the vector 

• GRA VITOELECTROMAGNETISME EXPLAINDED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - Chapter 5

• On the understanding that the induction-component equals zero if the source of the field is time independent.
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... --+ 

Because a charged particle (mo, q), moving in an electromagnetic field (E, B) 
experiences an acceleration because of that field, the field must exert a force on 
it•. The relation between that force FEM and a', the acceleration of the particle 
relative to the reference frame that moves with the same velocity v as the particle, 
is: 

And with a·= .!L. [E + (v X B)]: 
mo 

➔ ➔ --+ 

FEM = q.(v xB)

This force is called the Lorentzforce. It is the superposition of the electric force
➔ � ➔ ➔ ., ..... FE � q. E and the magnetic force F8 = q. (v x B).

One can show that• 
➔ dp
FEM

= dt 

p is the linear momentum of the particle relative to the inertial reference frame 
0: 

➔ mo ➔ 

p = ,j1 - p2. V

6 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

The existence of electromagnetic waves is embedded in EM: in vacuum EM 
waves are solutions of Maxwell's equations•. In the framework of the theory of 
informatons, an electromagnetic wave is understood as the macroscopic 
manifestation of the fact that the "train" of informatons emitted by an oscillating 
source and travelling with the speed of light in a certain direction is a spatial 
sequence of informatons whose characteristic angle is harmonically fluctuating 
along the "train" what implies that the component of their e-index perpendicular 
to their velocity c and their b-index harmonically fluctuate along the "train". 
Electromagnetic waves transport electromagnetic energy because some of the 
informatons that constitute the "train" are carriers of energy. lnformatons 
carrying energy are called "photons". In what follows, we limit our 

• GRA VITOELECTROMAGNETISME EXPLAINDED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - Chapter 7

,. GRA VITOELECTROMAGNETISME EXPLAINDED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - §7.4 

• GRA VITOELECTROMAGNETISM EXPLAINED BY THE THEORY OF INFORMATONS - §8.1
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